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Jntroduction
The seven authors-Caroline Gordon, Richard Wright, Tennessee Williams, Carson McCullers, Flannery O'Connor, Katherine Anne Porter, and
Peter Taylor-recognized in this exhibition are from the South, and for the
most part they write about the South. However, theirs is not the modem
South with its burgeoning population, glittering cities, and rapidly expanding post-industrial economy. It is the South of the first half of the twentieth
century, an area still suffering in the aftermath of the Civil War: poor,
underdeveloped, and rural. This South looks backward to the old plantation culture for its ideals. It is not racially integrated.
Within this context the seven authors have produced stories that are
remarkable for their variety of plot, characterization, and theme. Given the
condition of the South, it is not surprising that loneliness, the ravages of
time, and a sense of lost civility are important themes. However, not all of
the stories are so negative. Regional pride also appears in stories claiming
moral superiority-because of Southerners' intensity of belief, or family
loyalty and responsibility, or respect for others-for a region contemptuously dismissed as the "Bible Belt," or attacked for its segregationist
policies, or sneered at for its lack of entrepreneurship. A range of attitudes
toward race is evident. A surprising number of stories ignore the issue
entirely. Others depict black and white living side by side and going their
own ways. While the burden of poverty lies most heavily upon blacks, there
are examples of courage and integrity amidst the widespread deprivation,
and in the stories of Richard Wright, there is the deep resentment that Jim
Crow policies created and a foretaste of the struggles that pervade the
second half of the century.
What emerges most strongly from so heterogeneous a group of authors
and works is a sense of regional identity. Americans from other parts of the
United States expect to move from one place to another and to fit in
wherever they go. Southerners carry their identity as Southerners, sometimes into disastrous conflict with people from other regions, sometimes
into more secure communities of expatriates, as in Peter Taylor. But more
often than not in thefirsthalfofthetwentiethcenturySouthemersremained
in the South, both physically and psychologically.
-William N. Free
Professor of English
The University of Toledo
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Caroline Gordon
1895-1981

"Modern Short Fiction: Seven Southern Voices" is the fourth exhibit on
twentieth-century Southern literature sponsored by the University of Toledo Libraries since 1977. The prime mover behind all of these projects has
been William U. McDonald, Jr, Professor of English at the University of
Toledo. Over the past fifteen years, Prof. McDonald has assisted the Center
as it began to develop substantive collections of modern Southern literature.
In addition, he generously loaned sections of his comprehensive personal
collection of Eudora Welty to us for display in 1982 and 1987. We owe Bill
a debt of gratitude for conceiving this exhibition, defining its scope, and
writing much of the catalog text (the sections on Richard Wright, Tennessee
Williams, Carson McCullers, and Peter Taylor). Another member of the
same department, Prof. William N. Free, devoted part of his summer to
writing the sections on Caroline Gordon, Hannery O'Connor, and Katherine
Anne Porter; we would like to thank him for his important contribution to
the catalog. Nancy Burnard, Rare Book Assistant, and Sharon Barnes,
Canaday Center graduate assistant, assisted in the preparation of the text.
I would also like to thank Prof. Noel Polk of the University of Southern
Mississippi, who gave a talk on the occasion of the exhibit opening on
January 10, 1991. We appreciate the financial assistance of the Friends of the
University of Toledo Libraries, which made the publication of this catalog
possible.
-Richard W. Oram
Director, Canaday Center
for Special Collections

''I am not a short story writer; I am a novelist," Caroline Gordon once
asserted. She also wrote that she could not bear to touch any of her short
stories. Her lack of affection for this genre may be seen in the fact that during
her lifetime she published nine novels but only three collections of short
stories. Moreover, the third collection contained only three previously
uncollected stories. In addition to her many novels, Gordon was also a
prolific writer of criticism, including The House ofFiction: An Anthology of the
Short Story (with Allen Tate) in 1950 and How to Read a Novel (1957).

Born on Merry Mount Farm in south-central Kentucky in 1895, Gordon
was the daughter of James Morris Gordon, who, like Alexander Gordon
Morris Maury, the hero of her second novel and group of short stories,
migrated from from Virginia to Kentucky, where he served as a tutor and
then ran a classical school for boys in Clarksville, Tennessee, a few miles
south of the Kentucky border. She was educated at home, at her father's
school, where she was the only female student, and at a high school in
Wilmington, Ohio. She received the B.A. from Bethany College in West
Virginia. After graduating she became a reporter for The Chattanooga News
until moving to New York in 1924, where she briefly served as Ford Madox
Ford's secretary and then married Allen Tate. Traveling with Tate to
England and France, she again served as Ford's secretary in Paris. Her first
novel, Penhally, was published in 1931. Then followed Aleck Maury,
Sportsman (1934), None Shall Look Back and The Garden of Adonis (1937), Green
Centuries (1941), The Women on the Porch (1944), The Strange Children (1951),
The Malefactors (1956), and The Glory of Hera (1972). She died in 1981.
With Hannery O'Connor and Katherine Anne Porter, Gordon had in
common a relationship with the Catholic Church. However, unlike
O'Connor, who was born Catholic, and Porter, who converted at the age of
sixteen but later left the Church, Gordon was a convert in mid-life, perhaps
in response to what she felt was an emptiness left by the passing of the Old
South. For the most part her stories are about the South, usually Kentucky
and Tennessee. Although she regrets the passing of the plantation culture
with its emphasis on family, honor, and personal integrity, she does not
sentimentalize it. The forest prevails over the plantation as a symbol, and
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individualism, love of nature and love of sport conflict with family and
social responsibilities in a way that is reminiscent of Faulkner. Gordon's
South is the backward region of the earlier half of the twentieth century, but
it is a region that has experienced the inroads of Northern opportunism and
business acumen.

Nightingale Sing," and "The Captive."

In her short stories Gordon focuses on characterization. Typically her
characters are enveloped in irony. For example, the Aleck Maury stories
assert the value of freedom and individualism while showing the unfair
burdens they place on others. In "The Captive" the courage and strength of
the heroine are mixed with foolhardiness. In "All Lovers Love the Spring"
the narrator, a forty-two-year-old spinster, in talking about her pride in her
family heritage, betrays her feelings of emptiness and failure. In "The Ice
House" two Southern boys can laugh at a Yankee contractor's opportunism
only because they do not realize the extent to which they have been
corrupted by it.

Collects three previously uncollected stories-"The Olive Garden," "A
Walk with the Accuser," "The Waterfall"-and reprints twenty from The
Forest of the South and Old Red and Other Stories (not twenty-one as the dust
jacket states).

If by telling us more about themselves than they intended, the characters reveal the complexity and ambiguity they experience, they also reveal
the vulnerability of the human condition. In Gordon's last stories, it is this
vulnerability that makes religious faith necessary, although whether or not
the characters are able to make an act of faith is never made clear.

The Forest of the South

New York: Scribner's, 1945. First edition, first printing. With dust jacket.
Dedication: "For Nancy and Percy Wood".

The Collected Stories of Caroline Gordon

New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1981.Firstedition,firstprinting. With
dust jacket. Introduction by Robert Penn Warren.

Richard Wright
1908-1960

In his best works Richard Wright depicted with searing intensity the
pain, humiliations and anger that blacks suffered in the segregated Jim
Crow rural South and in the more subtly racist urban North of the early
twentieth century.

Collects four stories-"One Against Thebes" (originally, "The Dragon's
Teeth"), ''Emmanuele! Emmanuele!" "The Petrified Woman," and "The
Presence"-and reprints nine from The Forest of the South-"The Brilliant
Leaves," "All Lovers Love the Spring," ''Tom Rivers," "Old Red," "One
More Time," "The Last Day in the Field," "The Ice House," "Hear the

Wright was born near Natchez, Miss., on September 4, 1908, to an
illiterate sharecropper and his school-teacher wife, who was deserted by her
husband six years later. He grew up in the Deep South in the era of white
supremacy, segregation, and violence, to which he responded with fear,
anger, and growing rebellion. Intelligent, curious, proud and strong-willed,
he learned to read early, but his access to books was random and restricted,
his early education disjointed and limited. Indeed, his youth was a succession of moves among various relatives in the South, prompted by economic
necessity and his mother's ill-health and recurring paralysis. He became
acquainted with urban tenement life, with racial violence (an uncle was
lynched by whites), and with the fear, humiliation and anger provoked by
the degrading Jim Crow code that governed daily life in a white-dominated
society. In Jackson, Mississippi, he received his most sustained formal
education (1921-25), graduating from junior high school as valedictorian,
and published his first story, in a black newspaper. Determined on a better
social and intellectual environment, he lied and stole money to escape
northward to Memphis in 1925. There he held various menial jobs and, with
books obtained with a fraudulent library card, read Lewis, Dreiser, and
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Collects seventeen stories: "The Captive," "Hear the Nightingale Sing,"
"The Forest of the South," "The Ice House," ''The Burning Eyes" (first
publication), "To Thy Chamber Window, Sweet," "One More Time," "The
Last Day in the Field," "Old Red," "Tom Rivers," "The Long Day," "Summer Dust," "Mr. Powers," "Her Quaint Honour'' (originally, ''Frank and
Thomas and Bud Avery"), ''The Enemies" (originally, "The Enemy''), ''The
Brilliant Leaves," and "All Lovers Love the Spring." The dust jacket
erroneously gives the number of stories as 16.
Old Red and Other Stories

New York: Scribner's, 1963. First edition, first printing. With dust jacket.
Dedication: "For Nancy and Percy Wood".

Mencken, who confirmed his own negative image of the South and whose
use of "words as a weapon" affected him profoundly.
A move to Chicago in 1927 initiated a decade of enormous artistic and
intellectual development. Wright supported himself (and, soon, his mother,
brother, and grandmother) with a range of jobs from delivery boy to writerresearcher for the Federal Writers' Project. He was sometimes on relief,
sometimes hungry. But he also expanded his knowledge of urban life and
its demoralizing effects, particularly on blacks. Through the John Reed
Club, a short-lived, Communist-sponsored literary organization, and its
successor, the American Writers' Congress, he for the first time found
understanding, encouragement, and support for his literary and intellectual aspirations: he associated with established writers, artists, and other
intellectuals, read the great nineteenth-century and early modern novelists
and poets-Dostoevsky, Proust, Eliot, Joyce, Farrell-as well as sociologists,
psychologists, and philosophers, and honed his own writing skills. In 1936,
his short story "Big Boy Leaves Home" in The New Caravan brought national
attention. His brother now able to support the family, Wright left for the
presumably "more liberal and intelligent" Communist Party in New York.
In the ensuing decade, besides working on the Federal Writers' Project
and as Harlem editor of the Daily Worker, he published the three books on
which his literary reputation rests. Uncle Tom's Children (1938) was enthusiastically received, and Native Son (1940), his first-published and best
novel, was widely and for the most part favorably reviewed, sold extensively, and established his position as a major writer and black spokesman.
Black Boy (1945), his fictionalized narrative assessing his life in the South,
had a mixed reception, partly because in 1942 he had broken with the
Communist Party over its attitude toward racism. But with income from
these works and various awards, Wright for the first time could live
comfortably.
In 1947, France became his home base for extensive travels, especially
to third-world countries, which resulted in four books about the problems
of oppressed races and developing nations. His three later novels fared
poorly with reviewers and critics. In his final years he suffered increasing
financial hardship, illness, depression, and growing fears of personal
attack. Wright died suddenly on November 28, 1960, in Paris, presumably
of a heart attack.

Uncle Tom's Children is a structured, unified collection of four powerful
stories about racial conflict in the rural South. Violent and dramatic, they
detail black responses to white oppression ranging from a black adolescent's
flight north after shooting a white man who killed his two companions, to
a black husband's deliberate slaying of the white man who seduced his wife,
to an "Uncle Tom" black minister's decision to endorse collective action
6

against the white power structure in order to obtain food for his hungry
community. They were marked by straightforward but intense narration
and extended passages of interior monologue and of terse, realistic dialogue.
Uncle Tom's Children: Four Novellas
New York: Harper & Brothers, 1938. First edition, first printing. This copy
lacks the dust jacket. A Story Press Book.
Wright's first book collects four long stories: "Big Boy Leaves Home,"
"Down by the Riverside" (first publication), "Long Black Song" (first
publication), and "Fire and Cloud."
Uncle Tom's Children: Five Long Stories
New York: Harper & Brothers, 1940. First edition, first expanded issue, first
printing. With dust jacket.
Adds "Bright and Morning Star'' as the concluding story of the collection,
and a prefatory autobiographical essay, "The Ethics of Living Jim Crow."
Most critics consider "Bright and Morning Star," which attempted to
combine racism and communism as themes, an artistically weak story that
diminishes the cumulative impact of the collection.
Uncle Tom's Children
Cleveland and New York: World, 1943. With dust jacket. First Tower Books
edition, first printing.
Reprints the expanded collection.
Uncle Tom's Children
New York: Penguin, 1947. First Penguin edition, first printing. Wrappers.
Reprints the expanded collection.
Bright and Morning Star
New York: International Publishers, 1941. Wrappers. Foreword by James
W.Ford.
Includes "A Letter to International Publishers" in which Wright gives
royalties from the story to the Earl Browder Defense Fund. Browder,
National Chairman of the U. S. Communist Party, had been imprisoned in
a passport dispute.
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Eight Men

Cleveland and New York: World, 1961.
First edition, first printing. With dust jacket. Dedication: "To my friends
Helene, Michel, Thierry, Maurice-Bokanowski whose kindness has made
me feel at home in an alien land ... "
Collects the novella "The Man Who Lived Underground" and four previously uncollected short stories-"The Man Who Was Almost a Man"
(originally,"Almos' a Man"), "The Man Who Killed a Shadow," "The Man
Who Saw the Flood" (originally, "Silt"), and "Big Black Good Man"; two
previously unpublished radio scripts-"Man of All Work" and "Man, God
Ain't Like That. .. "; and a previously unpublished autobiographical essay
which continued Black Boy, "The Man Who Went to Chicago" (originally,
"Early Days in Chicago"). All the fiction except "Big Black Good Man" was
written in the 1930s and 1940s.

Tennessee

~lliams

1911-1983

Although celebrated for his dramas, Tennessee Williams wrote more
than fifty short stories, beginning in junior high school, and published four
collections during his lifetime. Like his plays, they are highly autobiographical, but much more forthright in reflecting actual people and events
from his childhood and youth and from his nomadic, homosexually oriented existence as an adult.
Tennessee (christened Thomas Lanier) Williams was born in Columbus, Mississippi, on March26, 1911. With his mother and and his sister Rose,
whom he adored, he spent his early years in Mississippi and Tennessee in
the home of his beloved grandparents. In 1919 his father, a shoe salesman,
moved the family from this parochial scene to St. Louis. This was the first
of several traumatic experiences for Tennessee and his sister that profoundly affected his life and his writings. Here the family moved from
house to house to satisfy his mother's social pretensions, and the children
suffered for their Southern accents and refined 1~anners. Ill-will between
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Tennessee and his father, a drinker, gambler, and womanizer, intensified,
and the Williamses' marital life became increasingly unpleasant. Tennessee
also suffered from serious illnesses and the growing withdrawal of his
preternaturally shy sister Rose.
Following high school and three years at the University of Missouri, he
worked intermittently and unhappily for his father's shoe company until he
suffered a nervous breakdown. In 1937, when he was at the University of
Iowa, Rose, under psychiatric care for several years, accused their father of
sexual advances, whereupon their mother authorized a prefrontal lobotomy. For this decision Tennessee never forgave her, or himself for being
away at the time. During these years also he gradually discovered and
accepted the fact of his homosexuality, and firmly committed himself to
writing. Concurrently, he was being deeply and permanently influenced by
reading Chekhov, Rilke, Strindberg, and especially Hart Crane. In their
lives and sensibilities he found much to parallel his own, most strikingly
Crane's defiance of taboos and his belief in transforming the raw material
of one's life into literary forms.
Graduating from Iowa in 1938, Williams headed for Chicago and began
a lifetime of writing and wandering, shuttling between New Orleans,
California,NewYork,ltaly,Sicily,andKeyWest.TheGlassMenagerie(1944),
his third professionally produced play, initiated a decade and a half of great
artistic (and financial) success-a period of writing by day and pursuing
sexual partners by night, persistent drinking, and growing reliance on
prescription drugs to combat imagined illness. The last three decades of his
life were a story of prolonged alcohol and drug abuse, paranoia, and
deteriorating artistry. He died February 24, 1983, of a drug overdose/
respiratory blockage.
The major themes in the stories are loneliness, the ravages of time, the
power and destructiveness of passion, and the difficulties of finding love
and companionship in an indifferent, unyielding world. The characters are
usually the vulnerable and lonely, the rootless and the defeated, the
ordinary individual trying (mostly without success) to deal with sex and
passion. Many are outsiders, what Williams called "the fugitive kind" homosexuals, hustlers, alcoholics, artists. All of these, he treats with understanding and compassion. Among the most moving stories are two that
directly reflect traumatic episodes in Rose's life (''Portrait of a Girl in Glass"
and "The Resemblance Between a Violin Case and a Coffin"), another about
a factory worker who finds temporary relief from loneliness in love for a
wounded, dying cat ("The Malediction"), and two derived from Williams'
itinerant, homosexual existence---"One Arm," about a boxer turned sexual
hustler who on death row finds his first emotional connection through
letters from former clients, and "The Mysteries of the Joy Rio," about a
lonely, aging homosexual who finds sexual and emotional solace and
9

eventually death in a seedy movie theater. Stylistically the best stories are
notable for extensive imagery, limited use of dialogue, and a commanding
narrative voice. Later ones are often marred by scatological detail and bitter
or farcical humor that undercut thematic concerns.
Criticism, mostly limited to reviews of the various collections and
comparisons of a story to a play, has generally favored the "quiet, nonsensational" stories about "non-exceptional" characters over those about
"pathological and societal outcasts and rejects" and the "mad pilgrimage of
the flesh." But commentary since the posthumous Collected Stories (1985) gives
promise of a more perceptive and balanced assessment that takes account
of all the stories.
The Roman Spring of Mrs. Stone

Hard Candy: A Book of Stories
New York: New Directions, 1954. First edition, first trade issue. Dedication:
"For Jane and Paul Bowles".
Collects nine stories: "Three Players of a Summer Game," "Two on a Party,"
"The Resemblance Between a Violin Case and a Coffin," "Hard Candy,"
"Rubio y Morena," "The Mattress by the Tomato Patch," ''The Coming of
Something to the Widow Holly," "The Vine," and ''The Mysteries of the Joy
Rio."
''Three Players of a Summer Game" introduced Brick, an alcoholic former
athlete, who becameacentralcharacterinCatonaHotTinRoof. ''Hard Candy''
and ''The Mysteries of the Joy Rio," both set in the seedy Joy Rio theater, are
variant treatments of essentially the same characters and situation.

New York: New Directions, 1950. First edition, first printing. One of a
limited, signed issue of 500 copies, printed on special paper and bound in
beige and brown boards with gold stamping. In slipcase. Dedication: "With
ten years affection to Paul" [the novelist Paul Bowles, whom Williams had
first met in 1940].

New York: House of Books, 1964. Crown Octavo 15. No. 79 of 300 signed,
numbered copies. Bound in yellow cloth with black and light purple
stamping. In glassine dust jacket.

This short novel about a middle-aged, widowed actress' hesitant involvement with gigolos in Rome fictionalizes Williams' own sexual and creative
turmoil during 1948-49.

Although it was included in both The Knightly Quest and Collected Stories,
Dennis Vannatta argues convincingly that this is a factually based essay
about Williams' grandmother.

The Roman Spring of Mrs. Stone

The Knightly Quest: A Novella and Four Short Stories

New York: New Directions, 1950. First edition, first printing, first trade
issue. With dust jacket.

New York: New Directions, 1966. First edition, first printing. With dust
jacket.

One Arm and Other Stories
New York: New Directions, 1954. First trade edition. With dust jacket.
Dedication: "To the memory of Kip" [Kip Kiernan, a Canadian dancer and
Williams' one-time lover, who died in 1944].
Collects eleven stories: "One Arm," "The Malediction," "The Poet,"
"Chronicle of a Demise," "Desire and the Black Masseur," "Portrait of a Girl
in Glass," "The Important Thing," "The Angel in the Alcove," "The Field of
Blue Children," ''The Night of the Iguana," and "The Yellow Bird" (revised
·
from the 1948 limited edition).
Four stories foreshadow in varying degrees certain plays: "Portrait of a Girl
in Glass"-The Glass Menagerie; ''The Night of the Iguana"-the play of the
same title; "The Malediction"-The Strangest Kind of Romance; and "The
Yellow Bird"-some aspects of Summer and Smoke and The Eccentricities of a

Nightingale.

Grand

Collects "The Knightly Quest" and four short stories: "Mama's Old Stucco
House," "Grand," "Man Bring This Up Road" (related to the play The Milk
Train Doesn't Stop Here Anymore), and "The Kingdom ofEarth" (the basis for
the much-revised play variously titled The Kingdom of Earth and The Seven

Descents of Myrtle).
Eight Mortal Ladies Possessed: A Book of Stories
New York: New Directions, 1974. First edition, first printing. With dust
jacket.
Collects six stories: "Happy August the Tenth," "The Inventory at Fontana
Bella," ''Miss Coynte of Greene," "Sabbatha and Solitude," "Completed,"
and "Oriflamme."
Eight Mortal Ladies Possessed
London: Secker and Warburg, 1975. First English edition, first printing.
With dust jacket.
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Contents same as American edition.
Collected Stories
New York: New Directions, 1985. First edition, first printing. With dust
jacket. ''The Man in the Overstuffed Chair" by Williams appears as a
Preface. Introduction by Gore Vidal.
Forty-nine stories, arranged chronologically. Eight were previously unpublished: "Something by Tolstoi," "Big Black: A Mississippi Idyll," "The
Accent of a Coming Foot," "Sand," "Ten Minute Stop," "Gift of an Apple,"
"In Memory of an Aristocrat," "The Dark Room," and "The Interval." "The
Manin the Overstuffed Chair" and nine stories were previously uncollected:
"The Vengeance of Nitocris," ''Twenty-seven Wagons Full of Cotton,"
"Tent Worms," "Something about Him,""A Recluse and his Guest," "Das
Wasser Ist Kalt," "Mother Yaws," "The Killer Chicken and the Closet
Queen," and "A Lady's Beaded Bag." Includes a bibliographic note on each
story.
It Happened the Day the Sun Rose

Los Angeles: Sylvester and Orphanos, 1981. First edition, first printing. No.
268 of 300 hundred numbered, signed copies. Bound in black cloth with an
embossed design; gold stamping.

high school, to New York, where she held various jobs while studying
writing at Columbia University. Mostly thereafter she lived in the New
York area, except briefly in North Carolina following marriage to Reeves
McCullers in 1937 and in Columbus from 1941-43 after suffering her first
stroke, but she continued visits to Georgia, which caused her mixtures "of
love and antagonism."
McCullers' life, like Flannery O'Connor's, was plagued by illness: as a
child, rheumatic fever; before she was thirty, three strokes that paralyzed
her face and left side and affected her vision; subsequently, repeated
hospitalizations for surgery and bouts of pneumonia. She died September
26, 1%7, at age 50, after 45 days in a coma. Unlike O'Connor's, however, her
life was further complicated by turbulent personal relationships, fostered
by her lifelong search for closely shared friendships and by her (and
Reeves') bisexuality. Particularly relevant to her fiction were her marriage,
divorce and remarriage to Reeves, an alcoholic and eventually a suicide,
and their complicated involvements with others, especially with Annemarie
Clarac-Schwarzenbach, a free-lance writer from Switzerland, whom Carson
fell in love with, and David Diamond, with whom she and Reeves were
involved in an intense romantic relationship in 1940-41.

Carson McCullers was born Lula Carson Smith on February 19, 1917, in
Columbus, Georgia, into a loving Southern family. Devoted to literature
and ambitious to be a concert pianist, she formed with her music teacherone
of the close relationships she sought all her life. But, apparently realizing by
age 17 that her interpretive skills could not equal her technical mastery, she
settled on writing as a career goal. (Her frustration and her concern at
disappointing her teacher/friend are reflected in her first published story,
"Wunderkind" [1936].) This decision and growing discomfort in the conservative, segregated South of the mid-thirties led her, after graduation from

Despite her health problems, McCullers produced two full-length
novels, three short novels, nineteen short stories, two plays, and some
miscellaneous prose and poetry-most of it by the mid-1940s. Concentrating on human isolation and the urgent need for communion, the fiction
explores the complexities and ambiguities oflove, whose consummation is
never realized because the lover and beloved "come from different countries": the beloved rejects the lover, wishing instead to be the lover. Psychological and physical violence and disfigurement are prominent in the
short novels, but she treats deviation charitably. Her fictions are usually set
among the lower and middle-income inhabitants of Southern small cities
and hamlets, and are strongly informed by autobiography. The Ballad of the
Sad Cafe (1940), for example, a novella generally considered McCullers' best
work, is set in a Southern mill town and traces the battle involving a female
giant regarded as a sorceress and healer, the dwarf hunchback she loves,
and her criminal former husband who wins him away from her. It reflects
the triangular relationship among Carson, Reeves, and David Diamond. A
Southern army base is the setting for Reflections in a Golden Eye (1941), her
short novel about a rigid, sadomasochistic captain, impotent but psychologically bisexual; his wife, unfaithful with another officer; and a slowwitted but handsome private who lusts after the wife and whom the captain
himself is sexually attracted to and eventually kills. The Member of the
Wedding (1946), the longest of the short novels, concerns a daydreaming
tomboy who, in McCullers' words, "falls in love with her brother and his
bride-to-be and wants to become a member of the wedding," or "the we of
me."
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CarsonMcCullers
1917-1967

Typically, the short stories are brief and employ two or three characters,
a single setting, and a short time span. They avoid the extreme characters
and physical distortions of the short novels, but do examine the complexities of love and transform autobiographical material. Roughly a third focus
on a child or adolescent, often to develop the prevalent theme of rejection,
and a considerable number are "domestic" stories that reflect aspects of
McCullers' life with Reeves.
Critical response to McCullers' writing has been uneven and contradictory. Ballad and her long first novel, The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter (1940),
published at 23 to great praise, have received the most attention; The Member
of the Wedding, which won initial acclaim as both a novel and play, was
largely ignored until the mid-1980s; Reflections, whose subject matter appalled many reviewers, has often served to illustrate her penchant for the
grotesque. Yet each has on occasion been characterized as among her best
and her worst works, and her overall achievement both praised and
disparaged.

divorce, and other emotional turmoils, this short novel was published to
critical acclaim.

The Member of the Wedding
London: Cresset, 1946. First English edition, first printing. With dust jacket.

The Ballad of the Sad Cafe: The Novels and Stories of Carson McCullers
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Boston: Houghton Mifflin/Cambridge: Riverside Press, 1951. First edition,
first printing. With dust jacket.
Collects the title novella, six stories-''Wunderkind," "The Jockey," "Madame Zilensky and the King of Finland," "The Sojourner," "A Domestic
Dilemma" (previously unpublished), and "A Tree-A Rock-A Cloud"; Reflections in a Golden Eye; and two novels, The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter and The
Member of the Wedding.Heart and Member areprintedfrom the original plates.

The Ballad of the Sad Cafe: The Shorter Novels and Stories of Carson
McCullers

Reflections in a Golden Eye
Boston: Houghton Mifflin/Cambridge: Riverside Press, 1941. First edition,
first printing. With dust jacket. Dedication: "For Annemarie ClaracSchwarzenbach" [the Swiss freelance writer whom McCullers fell in love
with in 1940].

London: Cresset, 1952. First American edition, first English issue, first
printing. With dust jacket.
Contents: Same as the 1951 Houghton Mifflin/Riverside Press Ballad volume but omits The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter and renumbers pages after p. 139.

Although many reviewers protested its subject matter, some later critics
have praised its taut structure, objective narrative, and telling symbolism.

Seven
New York: Bantam, 1954. First edition, first printing. Wrappers.

Reflections in a Golden Eye

Reprints "Ballad of the Sad Cafe" and the six short stories which appeared
in the 1951 Houghton Mifflin/Riverside Press Ballad collection.

London: Cresset, 1942. First English edition, first printing. With dust jacket.

Reflections in a Golden Eye

Collected Short Stories and the Novel The Ballad of the Sad Cafe

New York: New Directions, 1950. First American edition, first printing of
New Directions' New Classics issue. With dust jacket. Introduction by
Tennessee Williams.
Williams met McCullers in 1946 and they became lifelong friends.

The Member of the Wedding
Boston: Houghton Mifflin/ Cambridge: Riverside Press, 1946. First edition,
first printing. With dust jacket. Dedication: "For Elizabeth Ames" [director
of the Yaddo Writers Colony, where McCullers was in residence at various
times in the early 1940s].
Five years in the writing, while McCullers endured illness, bereavement,
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Boston: Houghton Mifflin/Cambridge: Riverside Press, 1961. First edition,
first printing. With dust jacket.
Collects "The Haunted Boy" and reprints "Ballad" and the six stories from
the 1951 Ballad volume.
Later printings have a cancel title page bearing the title The Ballad of the Sad

Cafe and Collected Stories.
The Mortgaged Heart
Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1971. Ed. and with introduction by Margarita G.
Smith. First edition, first printing. With dust jacket. Smith is McCullers'
sister.
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Contents: Nine previously uncollected "early" stories-"Sucker," "Court
in the West Eighties," "Poldi," "Breath from the Sky," "The Orphanage,"
"Instant of the Hour After," "Like That," ''The Aliens," and an "Untitled
Piece"; three previously uncollected "later" stories-"Correspondence,"
"Art and Mr. Mahoney," and ''Who Has Seen the Wind?"; ''Wunderkind";
"The Haunted Boy"; McCullers' outline of "The Mute" [The Heart Is a Lonely
Hunter]; fifteen essays and articles; and five poems.
The Mortgaged Heart
London: Barrie and Jenkins, 1972. First English issue, first printing. With
dust jacket.
Contents: same as American edition.
Collected Stories
Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1987. First edition, first printing. With dust
jacket. Introduction by Virginia Spencer Carr.
This is the most nearly complete collection of the short fiction. It contains !he
Ballad of the Sad Cafe, nineteen short stories, and The Member of the Wedding.

Fzannery

Q 1 Connor

1925-1964

Mary Flannery O'Connor was born in Savannah, Georgia, in 1925. She
died in 1964 of disseminated lupus, the same disease that had claimed the
life of her father. The shortness of her life, as well as the suffering attendant
upon her illness, the onset of which occurred in 1950, ~asts an au~a of
tragedy over a life that O'Connor herself regarded as anything but tragic. In
her relations with others and in her own non-fictional writing she usually
appeared a happy, even cheerful person. In her fictions she savored the
grotesque and the absurd.
When O'Connor was 13 her father became ill with lupus and the
O'Connor family moved to her mother's family home in Milledgeville,
Georgia. There she completed her schooling and attended Georgia State
16

College for Women. After graduation she received a scholarship to the Iowa
Writers Workshop, from which she received a master of fine arts degree.
Parts of her first novel, Wise Blood, appeared in several magazines in 1948
and 1949 before the novel itself was published in 1952. In 1955, her lupus in
remission, she moved with her mother to a dairy farm near Milledgeville,
where she raised peacocks. In the same year her first collection of short
stories, A Good Man Is Hard to Find and Other Stories, appeared, and in 1960
a second novel, The Violent Bear It Away. A second collection of short stories,
Everything That Rises Must Converge, was published in 1965, and a collection
of prose writings, Mystery and Manners, posthumously in 1969.
O'Connor was raised a Roman Catholic in a part of the United States in
which Catholics were a tiny, and often despised, minority. Her Catholicism
may account for her fascination with the fundamentalist Protestantism of
many of her characters, who invariably are grotesques. Although she had
a keen sense of the absurdity of these characters, she clearly sympathized
with their commitment to religious belief. She often said that the pervasive
and often intense religiosity of the South made that region more attractive
to her than any other parts of the country where one would expect that she
would have felt less an alien.
If Southern fundamentalism is the topic most frequently addressed in
her fiction, there are other topics that also evoke her unique sense of humor,
a blending of ironic detachment with a sympathy that often lies beyond the
reach of most of her readers. In some cases this sense of humor seems to
reflect the conditions of O'Connor's life and her deliberate good-humor in
the face of adversity. One thinks, for example, of the handicapped daughter
with a Ph.D. in philosophy in "Good Country People" who affects the name
Hulga as a reproach to her mother, with whom she is forced to live, and is
seduced by a common, Bible-selling confidence man, who steals her wooden
leg.

Bigotry receives original treatment in several stories, but best of all in
"The Artificial Nigger," where its usual ignorant, mean-spirited face masks
deep-seated insecurity, fear, and the anxious hostility of the country person
toward the city. Its antidote is the wonder of a young boy at his first
encounter with blacks during his first trip to the city.
Although O'Connor could mock her own limitations and could feel
sympathy for characters who almost certainly would not have reciprocated
her feelings for them, her point of view is sometimes that of the educated
class toward the crude, loud-mouthed, mean-spirited masses of Southern
whites or of the '1iberated" college graduate toward the inhibited, snobbish
self-possession of middle-class white women. On such occasions our laughter is touched with embarrassment.
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A Good Man Is Hard to Find and Other Stories
New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1955. First Edition, first printing. With dust
jacket. Dedication: "For Sally and Robert Fitzgerald" [the Catholic poet and
translator and his wife, O'Connor's close friends].
O'Connor's first published collection contains ten stories, including some of
her best: "A Good Man Is Hard to Find," "The River," "The Life You Save
May Be Your Own," "A Stroke of Good Fortune," "A Temple of the Holy
Ghost," "The Artificial Nigger," "A Circle in the Fire," "A Late Encounter
with the Enemy," "Good Country People," and "The Displaced Person."

Contents: Six previously uncollected stories-"The Peeler," "The Heart of
the Park," "Enoch and the Gorilla," ''You Can't Be Any Poorer Than Dead,"
"Th~ Part:idge Festival," and ."Why Do the Heathen Rage?"; six early
stones which formed The Geranium and Other Stories, her first collection, but
which were never published as a unit-"The Geranium," "The Barber,"
''Wildcat," "The Crop," ''The Turkey" (later retitled "The Capture"), and
''The Train"; and the nineteen stories previously collected in A Good Man Is
Hard to Find and Everything That Rises Must Converge. "Enoch and the Gorilla" was revised to become Chapter 11 of the novel Wise Blood.
Home of the Brave

A Good Man Is Hard to Find and Other Stories
New York: New American Library, 1956. Second American edition, first
printing. Wrappers. A Signet Book.
A Good Man Is Hard to Find and Other Stories
London: Faber and Faber, 1968. First edition, second English issue. With
dust jacket.

New York: Albondocani, 1981. No. 117 of a limited issue of 200 numbered
copies. Wrappers. Preface by David Farmer.
A story written as an undergraduate at Georgia State College for Women
and published in its creative writing journal, The Corinthian (1943).
Collected Works
New York: Library of America, 1988. Textual notes by Sally Fitzgerald.

Everything That Rises Must Converge
New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1965. First edition, first printing. This
copy lacks the dust jacket. Introduction by Robert Fitzgerald.
O'Connor's second collection, published posthumously, contains nine stories: "Everything That Rises Must Converge," "Greenleaf," "A View of the
Woods," ''The Enduring Chill," "The Comforts of Home," ''The Lame Shall
Enter First," "Revelation," "Parker's Back," and "Judgement Day'' (first
publication). "Judgement Day" is a revised and expanded version of "The
Geranium," O'Connor's first published story.

Collects "An Afternoon in the Woods" and "An Exile in the East'' and
reprints the "Geranium" stories, ''The Partridge Festival," and ''Why Do the
Heathen Rage?" from The Complete Stories, and all the stories from A Good
Man Is Hard to Find and Everything That Rises Must Converge. It also includes
the occasional prose and O'Connor's two novels.
"An Afternoon in the Woods" is the final version of the ''The Turkey'' /"The
Captive." "An Exile in the East'' is the intermediate text between "The
Geranium" and "Judgement Day''; it was intended for the Good Man
volume but was replaced by "Good Country People."

Fitzgerald's introduction contains considerable information about
O'Connor's life and literary career.
Everything That Rises Must Converge
London: Faber and Faber, 1966. First edition, first English issue. With dust
jacket. Omits the Fitzgerald introduction but prints two paragraphs of
biographical information on p. [l].
·
The Complete Stories

Katherine Anne Porter
189~1980

New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1971. First edition, first printing. With
dust jacket. Introduction by Robert Giroux [first her editor, then her
publisher].
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. K~therine Anne Porter was born Callie Russell Porter on May 15, 1890,
m Indian Creek, Texas. She died 90 years later, on September 18, 1980, in
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Silver Springs, Maryland. Much of her childhood was spent in the home of
her paternal grandmother in the small central Texas town of Kyle. She
married when she was sixteen and converted to Catholicism, the religion of
her husband. Seven years later she went to Chicago, where she worked as
a movie extra until the film company for which she worked moved to
California. Contracting tuberculosis, she spent the fall of 1915 and the year
1916 in various hospitals and sanatoria in Texas. She then worked as a
journalist in Fort Worth, Denver, and New York City. In the 1920s she spent
much of her time in Mexico, where, her first marriage having ended in
divorce in 1915, she married again. This marriage also ended in divorce.
From 1930to1936 she lived in Europe, primarily in Berlin and Paris, where
she married a third time. She returned to the United States in 1936. Her third
marriage ending in divorce in 1938, she married again the same year. She
divorced her fourth husband in 1942. She spent the remainder of her life
moving from one place to another, until the financial success of her one fulllength novel, Ship of Fools (1962), stabilized her fortunes.
Porter's first story, ''Maria Concepcion," appeared in 1922, and in 1930
she published Flowering Judas, a slim volume of stories written in the 1920s.
This volume made her reputation as a major literary figure who was
compared favorably with Hemingway, Joyce, Katherine Mansfield, and
Sherwood Anderson. A short novel, Noon Wine, appeared in 1937. Two years
later it and two other short novels were published under the title Pale Horse,
Pale Rider. Her long novel, Ship of Fools, which contains material worked on
as early as in the 1920s, appeared more than twenty years after she had
published her shorter pieces. It was a popular success, but it did not receive
the critical acclaim that her shorter writings did.
These fictions, written mainly in the 1920sand 1930s,centeronherearly
life in Texas and her experiences in Mexico. Pale Horse, Pale Rider is based
uponhertwoyearsasajournalistinDenver,Colorado,atimeduringwhich
she contracted influenza and almost died. Although her formal education
had ended when she was twelve years old, her stories reveal wide reading.
Among the authors whose influence can be seen are Henry James, James
Joyce (Dub liners and Portrait ofthe Artist as a Young Man), William Blake (Songs
of!nnocenceandSongsofExperience),andeventheseventeenth-centurywriter,
Sir Thomas Browne (Urne-Burial). As much as the country, people, and
culture differ in her stories of Texas and of Mexico, the themes of both sets
of stories are much the same. The failure, deception, isolation, and desolation of which she writes reflect the conditions of her childhood and of the
Mexico she lived in during the 1930s. Her ineffectual father, the domineering grandmother who raised her, and the chronic poverty of her youth are
seen in stories about people trying to impose order on their chaotic lives or
dreaming of a past when there was control. The failure of the revolutionary
causes that attracted her in Mexico can be seen in the failure and isolation
of the characters in the Mexican tales.
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Porter's best short stories define the form as a compact, dense statement
of several themes in which layers of meaning comment ironically on each
other. Plot receives less attention than characterization and symbolism. The
short novels are less dense but more complex in their development of
character, symbol, and irony.
Flowering Judas
New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1930. First edition, only printing. Limited
edition of 600 copies. Bound in beige boards with brown cloth spine. This
copy lacks the dust jacket. Dedication: "For Susan Jenkins".
Porter's first collection contains six stories: "Maria Concepcion," "Magic,"
"Rope," "He," ''The Jilting of Granny Weatherall," and "Flowering Judas."
This copy is inscribed (partly by Porter, partly by her nurse) on the front
flyleaf. "August 8, 1977 /Signed with happiness/from Katherine Anne
Porter!/K AP /Kather."
Flowering Judas and Other Stories
New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1935. Second American edition, first printing,
second state.
Adds four stories to the original collection: "Theft," "That Tree," "The
Cracked Looking-Glass," and ''Hacienda."
This copy has a tipped-in title/ copyright leaf and lists Porter as copyright
holder. On first-state copies, the title/ copyright leaf is integral and lists
Harcourt Brace. Still later copies have a corrected integral title/ copyright
leaf.
Flowering Judas and Other Stories
London: Jonathan Cape, 1936. First English edition, first printing. This copy
lacks the dust jacket.
Contents: Same as the 1935 Harcourt, Brace edition.
Flowering Judas and Other Stories
New York: Modern Library, 1940. First edition, first Modern Library issue,
first printing. This copy lacks the dust jacket.
Derived from the 1935 Harcourt plates, but inserts, before the first story,"A
Note on the Author of Flowering Judas" and a previously unpublished, twopage Introduction by Porter, dated June 21, 1940.
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jacket. Dedication: "To Corporal Harrison Paul Porter, Jr." [Katherine Anne
Porter's nephew].

Flowering Judas and Other Stories
New York: New American Library, 1970. Third American edition, first
printing. Wrappers. A Signet Modem Classic.
Adds two stories, ''Virgin Violeta" and "The Martyr," to the 1935 Harcourt
enlarged collection.

Collects the title story and eight others: "The Source," "The Witness," "The
Circus," "The Old Order," "The Last Leaf," "The Grave," "The Downward
Path to Wisdom," and "A Day's Work."

The Leaning Tower and Other Stories
Hacienda

London: Jonathan Cape, 1945. First English edition, first printing. With dust jacket.

Paris: Harrison of Paris, 1934. No. 575 of a limited edition of 895 copies.
Bound in maroon cloth with gold stamping. In slipcase.

Contents: Same as first American edition.

This copy contains a tipped-in leaf 51/52 that corrects tre reading ofl. 16 on P· 52.

The Leaning Tower and Other Stories

Noon Wine

New York: New American Library, 1970. Second American edition, first
printing. Wrappers. A Signet Modem Classic.

Detroit: Schuman's, 1937. No. 68 of a limited edition of 250 numbered,
signed copies. Bound in brown and white boards; brown and green stamping on cream-colored orange paper labels on ~ront and spine. In slipcase.
According to George Bixby, an unknown quantity of unnumbered over-run
copies exist, of which Porter received and numbered six.

Adds two stories: "The Fig Tree" from the English edition of The Collected
Stories (1964) and "Holiday'' from the American Collected Stories (1965). As
in the Collected Stories, the story "The Old Order'' is retitled ''The Journey."

Pale Horse, Pale Rider: Three Short Novels
New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1939. First edition, first printing. With dust
jacket. Dedication: "To Harrison Boone Porter'' [Katherine Anne Porter's
father]. Review copy, stamped March 30, 1939, on front flyleaf.
Contents: "Old Mortality," ''Noon Wine," and "Pale Horse, Pale Rider."

Pale Horse, Pale Rider: Three Short Novels
London: Jonathan Cape, 1939. First edition, first English issue. With dust jacket.

The Old Order: Stories of the Old South from Flowering Judas,Pale Horse,
Pale Rider, and The Leaning Tower
New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1944. First edition, first printing. Wrappers. A
Harvest book.
Reprints nine short works: the six "Old Order'' stories from the 1944 Leaning
Tower volume; "The Jilting of Granny Weatherall," ''He," and ''Magic" from
Flowering Judas, and the short novel "Old Mortality'' from the Pale Horse, Pale
Rider collection.

The Collected Stories of Katherine Anne Porter

Pale Horse, Pale Rider: Three Short Novels

London: Jonathan Cape, 1964. First edition, first printing. With dust jacket.

New York: New American Library, 1962. Second American edition, first
printing. Wrappers. A Signet Book.

Reprints the ten stories from the 1935 expanded Flowering Judas volume; the
three short novels from Pale Horse, Pale Rider (1939), and the nine stories
from The Leaning Tower (1944), adding to it "The Fig Tree" (which had
"simply disappeared" from 1944 until 1961) and retitling ''The Old Order"
as "The Journey."

Pale Horse, Pale Rider: Three Short Novels
New York: New American Library, 1962. Second American edition, second
NAL-Signet issue, first printing. Wrappers. A Signet Classic.
Contents: Same as preceding but adds an "Afterword" by Mark Schorer.

The Leaning Tower and Other Stories
New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1944. First edition, first printing. With dust
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The Collected Stories of Katherine Anne Porter
New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1965. First American edition, first
printing. With dust jacket.
Adds an Introduction by Porter dated June 14, 1965 ("Go Little Book ... ")
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and three stories not included in the English edition: "Virgin Violeta" and
"The Martyr'' in the Flawering Judas Section, and "Holiday'' in the Leaning
Tower section. In the Introduction Porter describes "Holiday'' as "one of my
prolonged struggles," finally resolved by choosing the earliest of three
versions.
The Collected Stories of Katherine Anne Porter
Franklin Center, Pa.: Franklin Library, 1976. Second American edition. A
limited edition. Bound in dark blue leather with gold stamping and gilded
edges. Illustrations by George Jones. Issued without dust jacket. Includes
"Go Little Book" (the Porter introduction) and a brief note on Porter by "The
Franklin Library."

He
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1972. First edition, first printing.
Wrappers. Illustrated by Peter Reddick. In the Leopards edition series. First
separate publication of this story.

ners and mores" of urban residents and those of the Southern country towns
from which they migrated and focuses on the conflicts between the two.
Taylor is well fitted for this task. Born January 8, 1917, in Trenton,
Tennessee, to a family oflawyers and politicians, he was reared in a country
town and in cities-Nashville, Memphis, and St. Louis-strongly imbued
with Southern culture, and his own father was both a lawyer and a big city
businessman. He attended Vanderbilt University and Kenyon College, and
briefly did graduate work at Louisiana State University. He has taught
writing at universities in both the South and the Midwest.
By the time Taylor graduated from Kenyon in 1940, two of his stories
had appeared in River, a short-lived literary magazine in Oxford, Miss.,
which also published Faulkner and Welty. In 1940-41 three others followed
in the Southern Review. In 1948 came his first collection, A Long Fourth and
Other Stories, and his first story in the New Yorker, where to date more than
halfofhis55-plusstorieshaveappeared.Hislongnovella,A WomanofMeans,
was published in 1950. Subsequently six volumes of stories have appeared,
including The Collected Stories of Peter Taylor (1969), and The Old Forest and
Other Stories (1985).

1917-

A Long Fourth introduced concerns that were to dominate much of
Taylor's subsequent fiction: time and change, especially in the urban
Southern upper-middle-class family, and the positions of women and
blacks in an urban world "vastly uncertain of itself and the ground of its
values, caught in a tangle of modern commercialism and traditions and
conventions gone to seed, confused among pieties and pretensions." Taylor
details this uncertain world with restraint, understatement, and quiet irony.
He suggests that change must be accepted and accommodated, but not
necessarily welcomed and embraced.

Although his first and only full-length novel, A Summons to Memphis
(1986), won both the Pulitzer and Hemingway Prizes for fiction in 1987,
Peter Taylor, like Katherine Anne Porter, has built his career on his short
fiction, more specifically on his short stories. These awards merely clinched
a steadily growing critical reputation. In 1978 he had received the Gold
Medal for the short story from the National Institute of Arts and Letters and
the American Academy of Arts and Letters, and in 1986 the Pen/Faulkner
Award for fiction, for The Old Forest and Other Stories.

Several stories in Taylor's first collection embody what was to be his
favorite narrative technique: a conversational "digressive-reflective" memoir in the first person or third-person limited point of view which moves
back and forth between the present and past as (in James Curry Robison's
words) "impulse and logical associations" dictate. The stories' "focal action" is enriched by background, comment, and diction. Taylor himself has
said that he is more concerned with presenting his often complex characters
than with plot or theme, although some later stories (In the Miro District and
The Old Forest) have given more attention to plot and dramatic effect and to
experiments in verse, or what he has called "broken-line prose."

Peter Taylor

Taylor's province, as Robert Penn Warren first pointed out in 1948, is
unique among twentieth-century Southern authors: "the contemporary,
urban, upper-middle-class world of the upper South" and communities of
Southerners transplanted into Middle Western and Northern cities. His
short fiction, as Albert J. Griffith has observed, often juxtaposes the "man24

A Long Fourth and Other Stories
New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1948. First edition, first printing. With dust
jacket. Introduction by Robert Penn Warren. Dedication: "To Eleanor"
[Taylor's wife].
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Taylor's first collection contains seven stories: "The Scoutmaster" (originally "The Scout Master"), "The Fancy Woman," "Allegiance," "Rain in the
Heart," "Sky Line," "A Spinster's Tale," and"A Long Fourth." As with his
subsequent collections, all appeared first in periodicals.

original version of Act I was published in the Kenyon Review; the entire text
was subsequently revised for book publication. The Canaday Center's copy
of the playscript contains numerous revisions and emendations in Taylor's
hand.

A Woman of Means

Happy Families Are All Alike: A Collection of Stories

New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1950. First edition, first printing. With dust
jacket. Illustrated by Margaret Boy Graham. Dedication: "For Katherine
Baird Taylor'' [Taylor's daughter].

New York: McDowell Obolensky, 1959. First edition, first printing. With
dust jacket. Dedication: "For my son Peter Ross Taylor''.

This novella, written between 1945 and 1947, is a characteristic Taylor work:
a retrospective, first person account of the complex relationship between
Quintus Cincinnatus Lowell Dudley (the narrator) and his wealthy, doting
stepmother and of her neurotic disintegration. Portions of it originally
appeared in the New Yorker and Harper's Bamar.
A Woman of Means
New York: Frederick C. Beil, 1983. Second American edition, first printing.
With dust jacket.
A Woman of Means
New York: Avon, 1986. Third American edition, first printing. Wrappers.
Southern Writers Series.
The Widows of Thornton
New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1954. First edition, first printing. With dust
jacket. Dedication: "To Allen and Caroline" [Allen Tate and his then wife
Caroline Gordon].
Collects nine stories: "Their Losses," ''What You Hear from 'Em?" "Portecochere," "A Wife of Nashville," "The Death of a Kinsman," "Cookie"
(originally, "Middle Age"), "Two Ladies in Retirement," "Bad Dreams,"
and "The Dark Walk." "Cookie" was Taylor's first story published in the
New Yorker, where all but "The Death of a Kinsman" (Sewanee Review) and
"The Dark Walk" (Harper's Bamar) were also first published.

Collects ten stories, three set in Chatham and seven set elsewhere but
dealing with characters who have left Chatham. Six have been retitled for
this collection. I. Chatham: "The Other Times," "Promise of Rain" ("The
Unforgivable"), "Venus, Cupid, Folly and Time." II. Other Places: "A
Friend and Protector" (''Who Was Jesse's Friend and Protector?"), "A
Walled Garden" ("Like the Sad Heart of Ruth"), "The Little Cousins"
("Cousins, Family Love, Family Life, All That"), "Guests," "1939" ("A
Sentimental Journey''), "fe Suis Perdu" ("A Pair of Bright-Blue Eyes"), and
"Heads of Houses."
Miss Leonora When Last Seen and Fifteen Other Stories
New York: Ivan Obolensky, 1963. First edition, first printing. With dust
jacket.
Collects six previously uncollected stories-"Reservations," "An Overwhelming Question," "At the Drug Store," "A Strange Story'' (originally,
"Demons"), "Miss Leonora When Last Seen," and "Two Pilgrims"-and
reprints ten from The Long Fourth and The Widows of Thornton.
The Collected Stories of Peter Taylor
New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1969. First edition, first printing.With
dust jacket. Dedication: "For my Mother Katherine Taylor Taylor who was
the best teller of tales and from whose lips I heard many of the stories in this
book".
Collects five previously uncollected stories-"Dean of Men," "First Heat,"
"There," "The Elect," and "Mrs. Billingsby's Wine"-and reprints sixteen
others from previous collections.

Tennessee Day in St. Louis
Author's copy of the original dittoed playscript for the Kenyon College
production of the play, 1957.
Randall Jarrell once claimed that Taylor would come to be known as "a
playwright who also wrote some stories," although his theatrical works
have never received as much attention as his short fiction. Taylor's comedy
Tennessee Day in St. Louis was first performed at Kenyon in April 1957. The
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In the Miro District and Other Stories
New York: Knopf, 1977. First edition, first printing. With dust jacket.
Dedication: "For Dick Crampton in appreciation for an extension of time".
A Borzoi Book.
Collects eight previously uncollected stories: "The Captain's Son," "The
27

Instruction of a Mistress," "The Throughway," ''The Hand of Emmagen~,"
"Daphne's Lover," ''Her Need," "Three Heroines," and "In the Miro
District."
In the Miro District and Other Stories

London: Chatto and Windus, 1977. First edition, first English issue, first
printing. With dust jacket.
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